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Event






MRP today announced that optimisation work on its Nimbus deposit near
Kalgoorlie has allowed for the 2 existing pits to be merged into a single
silver superpit.
Optimisation work on the 18.3Moz silver equivalent resource has
progressed sufficiently and mining contractor will tender submissions by
the end of March.
In-pit conversion has captured 34% of the resource tonnes and 47% of
the silver equivalent resource ounces.
The superpit scenario was well flagged and supports management’s
decision to approve plant expansion and acquisition of a new Merrill-Crowe
plant last year.

Impact









Production is earmarked to begin 1H CY14 and year 1 will concentrate on
oxide ore, a new gold zone and Lens 4. The second year of production will
commence the merging of the pits as the primary ore is developed. Mill
development will occur in line with mining - a gravity and Merrill-Crowe
plant will be ready for year 1 production which will dovetail into the
development of a sulphide circuit in readiness for year 2 production.
Various optimisation work is still being completed and it is envisaged that
the pit will be ~900m long, 500m wide and 205m deep. Initial indications
are that stripping ratios will be high at ~18:1 however this is sustainable
due to the relatively high grades. There is room for improvements to this
as drilling density is increased in the saddle between the two pits which is
targeting high grade mineralisation.
Initial indications are that a modest capex of <$40m (proposed funding
through debt) will cover start-up capital and mill expansions while
operating costs are expected to be ~$10/oz silver.
Final engineering flow sheets are expected to be complete in 2 months and
we note metallurgical recoveries as an important outcome to the
economics of the project.
Long lead time items such as the Merrill Crowe plant are ordered and
should arrive on site by October this year.







The 4.4Mt at 129g/t for 18.3Moz of silver equivalent resource at Nimbus
remains open along strike and at depth and additional ore tonnes may be
incorporated through ongoing optimisation work.
A number of 600-800m holes (previous deepest 400m) will also be drilled
this year (beginning in May) to test the underground potential of this high
grade deposit. We note that significant high grade lenses sit outside the
current pit design.
We retain our SPEC BUY recommendation.
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